1 Kink/ballooning modes High-n ideal modes are possible candidates to trigger the edge localized modes (ELM) instability [1] . The presence of a magnetic field separatrix at the plasma boundary leads to the stabilization of ideal localized peeling modes which require the presence of a rational magnetic surface just outside the plasma surface. However the external kink modes coupled to the ballooning modes set stability limits for the pressure gradient and current density pedestals at the plasma boundary.
2 The KINX code modifications The recent version of the KINX stability code [5] was upgraded to compute high-n mode stability. It uses a new variant of ballooning factor extraction [6] applicable to equilibria with separatrix. The ballooning factor extraction significantly enhances the eigenvalue convergence in case of high toroidal wave numbers especially for large q variations. Another useful option is setting a plasma displacement to zero inside a prescribed magnetic surface and solving only for displacements in the rest of plasma. It provides a possibility to increase the radial resolution near the plasma edge.
The maximal grid dimensions in radial and poloidal directions for the stability calculations were 384 × 384. It allows us to treat mode numbers up to n ≈ 60 thanks to grid packing near the boundary and the X-point. 3 Edge mode stability with separatrix The KINX code was applied to the computations of the kink/ballooning mode stability of the equilibria related to the Alcator C-Mod and TCV tokamaks.
The first series of the Alcator C-Mod equilibria is described in [7] , where the KINX results are compared to the ELITE code [8] for plasma limited by the ψ = 0.99ψ sx magnetic surface. Concerning the results with separatrix, it should be mentioned that the original equilibrium with vanishing current density at the boundary is stable against modes n = 1 − 60 and is marginally n = ∞ ballooning stable near the boundary. The profiles cut at ψ = 0.99ψ sx were used to recompute the equilibrium and produce current density and pressure gradient pedestals at the separatrix (Fig.1) .
In the table below the KINX growth rates normalized to Alfvén frequency are compared for the cases with and without separatrix with the same profiles. The values of growth rates are not sensitive to small variations of the safety factor despite the fact that the peeling mode stability criterion was not satisfied anywhere in the plasma. In Fig.2 the structure of the n = 30 mode is presented with and without separatrix at the boundary.
For a preliminary assessment of the TCV edge mode stability the following procedure was proposed. The reconstructed equilibrium pressure profile was replaced with a profile from Fig.1 scaled to get the same value of β at fixed plasma current. The corresponding bootstrap current (not taking collisionality into account) was added to the reconstructed profile of < jB > / < B∇φ >. For the TCV shots #8856 at t = 0.3s and #11410 at t = 0.5s it gives the profiles presented in Fig.3 . The equilibrium corresponding to the shot #8856 is unstable against the modes n > 10 even without pedestal at the separatrix. Raising the beta value to β N ∼ 2 in the series with scaled pressure profile drives the n = 5 mode unstable.
The equilibrium corresponding to shot #11410 is stable for profiles without pedestal at the separatrix, as was the case for Alcator C-Mod equilibria. However the range of unstable toroidal wave numbers is shifted to lower n 10 for the profiles cut at ψ = 0.99ψ sx .
The dependence of the edge mode stability on the pedestal height was studied. The pedestals were produced by cutting the original profiles at ψ = 0.99ψ sx and ψ = 0.98ψ sx and recomputing the equilibria with separatrix at the boundary. In the tables below the growth rates are given for equilibria with different pedestals at the separatrix for the TCV cases (#8856 left and #11410 right). For the highest values of current density and pressure gradient at the separatrix corresponding to profiles cut at ψ = 0.98ψ sx the modes are more stable than for the lower pedestal. Possible reasons for that are an edge pressure gradient in the second stability region and a decreased pedestal width.
In the Fig.4 the mode structures for the two TCV cases are presented. 4 Discussion Ideal edge mode stability was computed for equilibria with separatrix at the boundary. In the absence of peeling modes kink/ballooning modes can set β N limits below the n = ∞ ballooning and low-n external kink mode limits depending on the toroidal wave number, current and pressure gradient pedestal. Current density pedestal at the separatrix significantly affects the edge mode stability through coupling of external kink and ballooning modes.
Despite a large current density pedestal a shift of unstable kink/ballooning mode range in toroidal wave number to higher values was discovered when the pressure gradient near the edge is in the ballooning second stability region. Besides the second stability access such stabilization may be also connected with decreasing pedestal width. 
